
it's pruning season, people View in browser

hurricane season is upon us

"Think about the eye of a hurricane. No matter how intense the storm or what's
swept up in its gale-force winds, that calm, blue center is always there. We all
have this quiet center within us." - George Mumford

Happy Monday,

Four months after I started it, I �nally �nished the 870 fantastic pages of
Voyager by Diana Gabaldon (3rd book in the Outlander series), and the
hurricane they went through while at sea in a small boat got me thinking.

Fall is coming whether we're ready or not. We can keep arguing about masks,
distancing, and in-person schooling, but our time would be better spent
preparing to weather the upcoming chaos.

When a dangerousstorm is approaching, we have three options; do nothing
and hope for the best, evacuate, or hunker down and prepare for the worst. My
hubby and I usually differ in that he wants to just chill out with his best friend;
wishful thinking, and I want to head for the hills. It makes for some very
unproductive discussions.

This Fall, we have no choice but to take the last approach; prepare. There's
nowhere to run (literally - hardly anyone will let us in...), and the decisions (our
kids schooling, childcare, etc.) are unavoidable. There is no way out, there is no
more putting it off; the time to get ready for one hell of a Fall is right now.
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I'm not trying to panic anyone, only make you aware of the reality that is
coming; school schedules, shorter days, colder weather (ie: less to do as we're
stuck indoors), more covid spread (due to being stuck indoors), a very
important presidential election, and wait for it ...dum dum dum...the holidays.
As appealing as the head-in-the-sand approach is right now, avoiding the
inevitable will only lead to more chaos. It's time to face the music.

While it's a lot to take in, there is plenty we can do to prepare not only
logistically, but also our mental wellbeing. We can't control everything, in fact
lately it seems like we can hardly control anything, but one constant always
remains; we can control how we let things affect us.

This isn't an average �u season, this is a pandemic, so the mental health tactics
like gratitude and mindfulness that normally help us get through the rough days
are less and less effective. When the problems get bigger and scarier and we
get more fatigued, we need more help to stay well.

It helps me to focus on these �ve things; separate, simplify, systemize, seek
help, and be still. You can read more about those steps in my article 5 steps to
calm in the midst of chaos, but I'll give you a quick rundown.

separate | Compartmentalizing is a tool used in many places from the military
to psychology to logistics. It's means to divide into sections or categorize. This
is a great tool for anybody working from home these days. If you've hit the
"what day is it?" "I'm out of sweatpants." "popcorn for lunch" phase, you know
what I'm talking about.

simplify | Ask yourself, "Does this have to get done? Who am I doing this for?
Why do I feel this has to get done? Can this be done next month/year/never?"
Schedule all your errands for the same day, ask your partner to take on more if
they can, and �gure out what actually has to get done. Your motives will
surprise you if you ask yourself "why" enough.

systemize | Set up processes for recurring things like chores and digital
communication. Automation tools like IFTTT, Zapier, and Integromat are
lifesavers when it comes to automating administrative tasks. Gmail has a ton of
automation features such as scheduling sends in advance, templating emails
you write over and over, and �ltering messages into folders based on search
criteria. If you prefer pen and paper, Poketo's project planner has everything to
plan and track anything that comes your way including a gantt-style project
planner that I use for tracking habits and health stats.

seek help | Being independent is a wonderful trait to have, but it can easily
become a crutch. There is a �ne line between autonomy and bullheaded-ness.
Accepting and asking for help can be uncomfortable for many of us because it
feels vulnerable, like we aren't enough on our own. But instead of surviving,
you can thrive. Instead of zoning out, you can be present.
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be still | Take the time to validate your feelings, enforce your boundaries, and
take care of yourself both mentally and physically. I don't mean eat perfectly
and workout 3 hrs a day. I mean meditate, journal, breathe deeply, be in nature,
enjoy whatever season you're in both emotionally and meteorologically, and
most importantly, rest.

While this Fall will look very different than past (and hopefully future) ones,
there's no reason it can't be one �lled with connection, mindfulness, and
opportunity. And if yours is looking like it might be one you just "get through"
there's no shame in that. Hopefully these tips and tricks will help the "getting
through" to be a bit more manageable.

with grace, gratitude, and much imperfection,

Joon + Co. Founder

Becky VandenBout

weekly challenge

When you feel stressed, close your eyes and breathe deeply. Picture
the source of your stress encased in a white �uffy cloud. As it

enters your line of vision, accept the feelings you have, even if you
don't fully understand them. Don't ruminate, don't try to solve
anything, just acknowledge your emotions, and give yourself

permission to feel deeply. By accepting your emotions, you give
yourself the power to let them pass, just as a cloud would. Now

visualize the cloud slowly exiting your line of vision along with the
now validated feelings.

dig deeper
NEW SPOTIFY PLAYLIST

boundaries
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A mix of podcasts and music around
the subject of boundaries. This
playlist takes you through the
lessons, awkwardness, and feels
associated with enforcing personal
boundaries.

listen now

some light reading
the latest and greatest from the blog

on my nightstand
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Public Goods

EUCALYPTUS ESSENTIAL OIL

This amazing (and affordable) oil helped

me get off my allergy  meds. It's in my

diffuser every. single. night.

Glennon Doyle

UNTAMED

This book in one word? Freeing. I'm

learning to let out the parts of me that

have been "tamed" for too long.

Sky Organics

ORGANIC LIP BALM

As a loyal Blistex user for the longest time,

I've been converted. These delicious

smelling lip balms keep my super dry lips

moist for many many hours.

The Mindfulness Project

I AM HERE NOW JOURNAL

This humorous little journal is packed full

of creative exercises and free-form

thinking. It always cheers me up.

Help shape the future of Joon + Co.
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